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1 
The Inspiration from Saussure



Expression and content and the sign

• The foremost inspiration from Saussure’s work is the observation 
repeatedly made during the Cours that there is no theory of language in 
linguistics

• The Cours presents the outline of a theory in that it creates a new 
terminology for a new approach; it does not however flesh out this theory 
in analytical procedures and it does not define new categories despite 
Saussure’s critique of the lack of definitions

• This was the legacy left to the next generation: How to analyse the 
structure of living languages as realities for their speakers and how to 
define the units of analysis

• Saussure furthermore insists on both sides of the sign as objects of inquiry

• Glossematics does so as well
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The concept of structure

• Mémoire and the concept of reconstruction: Positing the existence of an 
element according to a specific function: The coéfficient sonantique

• Mémoire: oppositions as the central idea

• Taking sound laws as a tool we may reconstruct a totally regular 
morphology
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Coup d’oeil sur l’historie de la linguistique

• Saussure on phonetics in his Souvenir:

« Pour mon développement linguistique personnel, comme certainement 
pour celui d'une grande partie des linguistes, le fait étonnant lorsque j'en 
connus l'existence, ne fut pas le fait analogique, mais le fait PHONÉTIQUE. Il 
faut aborder la linguistique sans l'ombre d'une observation ou d'une pensée 
pour placer sur le même pied au premier abord un phénomène tel que la loi 
phonétique — qui est en effet non observable par l'expérience individuelle —
et l'action analogique dont chacun a conscience depuis l'enfance et par soi-
même. Montre moutonnièreté des Allemands. »

• CFS 17 (1960): 25
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Praguian phonology as a continuation or a rupture

In a fascinating discussion of the difference between Trubetzkoy’s and 
Saussure’s ideas of phonology, Engler and Vilkou-Poustovaïa 2003 document 
that Saussure HAD a phonology and that it was different from that of 
Trubetzkoy first in distinguishing between three levels of representation:

The realized sound, the segmental unit and the expression unit

Instead of the two levels characteristic of Prague phonology.

And secondly in that Saussure had a very original theory of the syllable which 
gave rise to his idea of the segment as an abstraction. Thirdly, in the 
Mémoire he developed the idea of a coéfficient sonantique with no apparent 
phonetic existence.

Hjelmslevian taxematics seems to be heavily inspired by Saussure and this 
could well come from Hjelmlev’s education.
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2 The inspiration from Prague



The importance of phonetics: Phonology

• From ‘associationist’ phonetics to systematic phonology

• Trubetzkoy and the notion of a system

• The relationship between phonetics and phonology

• The Thèses as a source of inspiration for Hjelmslev

• The 1931 (Geneva) Congress
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The organization of structural linguistics

• From young beer drinking grammarians, junggrammatiker kneippisants! to 
the circles!

• The circle as an idea: between a (scientopolitical) party and a 
(scientoapolitical) society

• Getting a common baseline, terminology and references: Reading the new 
literature

• Propositions from more than one individual

• Bending personal projects in order to reach consensus

• Challenge: Learning how to survive endless discussions
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3 Hjelmslev’s Principes



What kind of work is the ‘Principes’

• Hjelmslev before Uldall: He was already a structuralist

• Pedersen, LH’s teacher proposed Saussure as a foreign member of the 
Royal Academy and he must have made Hjelmslev read the Mémoire (and 
Grammont!)

• Thus the Principes may be seen as Hjelmslev’s Programme

• Analytic?

• And if so what is the programme:

• A structural grammar i.e. a continuation of the German philosophical 
tradition AND de Saussure’s structural thinking but NOT a phonology

• A theory of the morpheme!

• A theory of the pronoun: the centrality of pronouns
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4 The collaboration 
Hjelmslev/Uldall 1934-39



From Phonematics to Glossematics 1

• Uldall before meeting Hjelmslev:

• 1928 in London studying with Daniel Jones

• 1930 in DK briefly

• 1931-34: California Big Joe interviews on Maidu, in New York studying with 
Ruth Benedict and Boas

HJU and LH 1934-39:

• 1934: HJU coming home to Denmark seeks out the Linguistic Circle

• LH moves to Aarhus, HJU gets a grant to study the dialect of Udby

• 1937 The phonematics papers; LH returns to the professorship at UCPH

• But what about their common project?
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From Phonematics to Glossematics 2

• Not only phonology (the expression side of language) but also the 
(grammatical) content may be analyzed structurally. NB this calls for a very 
abstract conception of structure given that expression is sound (material) 
whereas content is mental (‘immaterial’ if not realized thorugh expression)

• THE SIGN as the meeting point; signification and the commutation test

• The Congress in Copenhagen 1936: the Essai d’une Théorie des 
Morphèmes and the brochure Outline of Glossematics

• Promises: The theory itself will be ready soon; application for the money; 
presenting the resumé instead of the ms and the resulting grant

• Consequences of the failure to produce: Holger Pedersen rejects HJUs 
application to go to London to meet DJ 

• And HJU has nothing to show for a job as a university teacher!
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The 1939 version: the common baseline

• The general idea of glossematics is that it is a theory of language which is 
abstract enough to cover all languages and all instances of symbolic 
behaviour, even those which have not be realized yet (cf. Chomsky’s 
generative grammar)

• The theory treats both the expression and the content side of language 
and envisages a close parallel between them: thus the exponents are 
modulations or prosodies on the expression side and tense/modals on the 
content side

• In treating both sides it dematerializes the expression side which means 
that it does not respect the linearity principle and it does not consider the 
substance of phonetics except as realized in participation and distribution

• All of this became the constant basis of discussions in the CLC
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5 Uldall’s
Outline of Glossematics



What kind of work is the OG I?

• The structure of the theory of glossematics

• General principles: Theory of science, theory of the humanities versus the 
exact sciences: This takes up the first 35 pages. A bold idea to settle the 
future of the humanities in 35 easy going pages

• Glossematic algebra: This part includes a general introduction on the 
notion of the ‘function’ supplemented by a dense part demonstrating the 
use of the algebra in the definition of a number of central linguistic terms 
such as ‘paradigm’ and finally giving large tables of algebraic notations

• The latter was seen as a complication by Hjelmslev but as an original 
invention by Uldall

• The SCOPE of the text is indicated by its subtitle: A Study in the 
Methodology of the Humanities with Special reference to Linguistics
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The original idea of the OG I

• To establish ‘function’ as the central notion in the humanities and social 
sciences (instead of ‘things’ or ‘facts’)

• The argument proceeds as follows:

• To make the humanities an exact science, we have to give up the idea of 
‘things’ as being the object. That is what the natural sciences 
(preeminently physics) have done.

• But the natural sciences count and this will not do for the human sciences. 
Here we have to focus on non-quantitative functions. A case in point is 
dependency: X presupposes Y. A central function in glossematics.

• Thus, the magic is to compare with the exact sciences as an ideal and then 
to discard them altogether in favour of a non-quantitative approach, 
hence the ‘algebra’ 
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The OG I and the OSG (Prolegomena)

• While during the war HJU was working on the Outline I in Cairo, LH had 
1942-43 produced and published the OSG: Omkring Sprogteoriens
Grundlæggelse

• History of the OSG: Published in the University’s Festschrift on the 
occasion of the majesty’s birthday November 1943

• What kind of work is the OSG: It is NOT the theory itself but the 
prolegomena to it

• As such it lays out the fundamentals of the glossematic APPROACH to 
science and to language. We note that this is exactly what OG I does, too.

• Both works were to be completed by the theory of language proper, i.e. 
the detailed catalogue of operations, theorems and results 

• LH had prepared a version of this for publication alongside the OSG (viz. 
during the war) and had obtained a grant for it
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The preface:
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Catch 22

• The OG I was completed during HJU’s stay in Copenhagen, financed by a 
grant from CF

• The proofs were ready when HJU left for the London International 
Congress of Linguists 1952 and were distributed at the Congress

• LH was in the USA, teaching at the summer school of Linguistics and did 
not attend this Congress

• LH’s reaction: appalled at the thought that the OG I would define 
glossematics for an English-reading public, in the absence of a translation

• HJU’s answer

• LH’s comment on OG I’s NOT being eligible for a doctoral dissertation

• The manuscript remained on Hjelmslev’s desk for 5 years until it was finally 
published in 1957. But Uldall died that year. Consequences for HJU’s 
career
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6 
Two different glossematic
(structuralist) theories 
or just one?



HJU’s comments on the OSG and LH’s reactions

• During 1946-47, Uldall sent Hjelmslev a number of comments on the OSG

• Some of them were critical and some of them concerned central issues

• I do not have time to go through them here, but taken as a whole, they 
should have warned Hjelmslev that the OSG could not be taken as 
expressing a consensus between the glossematic twins on what the 
glossematic doctrine actually was

• Thus Hjelmslev could not be in doubt as to their disagreements when he 
invited Uldall to Denmark in 1951-52 to settle the issues once and for all

• Actually, Paul Diderichsen who knew Uldall from his school days, wrote to 
Uldall to recruit him for the internal glossematic opposition
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Eli Fischer-Jørgensen’s analysis post festum (1967)

• There are indeed two glossematics and it was rather unfortunate that the 
twins did not realize that

• Some terminology differs but:

• The algebra is the decisive difference

• LH: Isn’t the algebra just a new and more precise way to express what we 
wrote in the definitions?

• HJU: Well, not quite. I have made some important innovations

• LH: But then there will be a discrepancy between the PTL and the OG??

• HJU: Yes, that is precisely the point

• LH: I don’t want that. Right now there are many people working on 
glossematic analyses following the definitions in the PTL. What about 
them, then?
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7
LH’s
Stratification du langage



What kind of work is Stratification?

• While the proofs of OG I was waiting on Hjelmslev’s desk for his (extremely 
brief) preface, LH accepted an invitation to participate in a volume of the 
New York (Columbia) based journal WORD on present status of linguistic 
theories

• The paper, Stratification du langage, was published in 1954 and remains 
the latest, officially authorized important work by Hjelmslev who did not 
publish very much during the period from 1951 to 1965

• Note that the paper is published BEFORE the OG I

• EFJ notes that some of the ‘concessions’ LH had made to Uldall were 
included in the Stratification but that when confronted with them, LH 
would recant and say that he did not really mean that

• Nevertheless, what is new in Stratification?
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Uldallian traces in Stratification

• The idea of strata originates with Uldall or rather the idea of 
conceptualizing form and substance and expression and content as four 
strata

• The elaboration on content substance owes much to the discussions 
around OG I. All the more surprising that there is absolutely no reference 
to that book
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8
Conclusion
one glossematics too many 



One two many glossematics or too much anyway

• Counterfactual history: What would have happened if LH and HJU had 
published what they had agreed upon in 1939?

• They might have had the same influence on the post war scene which 
Cours had after WW1 and which lay waiting for Syntactic Structures (1957)

And then again, they might not:

• The terminology is forbidding, the operations hard to explain or even to 
perform and the results reached by the cleverest adherents seem to be 
inconclusive to say the least

• But they would have had the impact of setting the criteria for what a 
general theory of language should be able to accomplish some decades 
before Chomsky. Note that for both LH and HJU a theory should be able to 
predict possible categories/structures
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Why didn’t glossematics prevail? 

• There is no doubt that the conflict between the wo versions of 
glossematics became a problem for both twins

• Hjelmslev did not publish the theory of language proper, maybe because 
he couldn’t finish it, maybe because he and Uldall disagreed on various 
issues

• For Uldall, it became a huge problem that he had written so little and had 
had such high ambitions; his career went to pieces

• But didn’t glossematics become a Copenhagen school?

• Yes, in so far as no Danish linguist remained untouched by the schooling 
in the Linguistic Circle

• One consequence was that Chomskyan linguistics did not appear attractive 
to Danish linguists at large: Been there, done that.
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On structuralism in general and glossematics in that context

• The central problem is autonomy

• Autonomy comes in several guises: vis à vis history and the social sciences, 
vis à vis psychology and the cognitive sciences, and vis à vis phonetics and 
the natural sciences

• All three autonomies generate problems. In glossematics, the 
dematerialization and the negation of realism may be seen as 
consequences of autonomy. And dematerialization is common to both 
forms of glossematics

• What we may learn from glossematics today is to think across levels and to 
focus on the interfaces between e.g. morphology and syntax, grammar and 
semantics, the theory of the syllable and its affinities to syntax and etc.

• In this respect we do NOT seem to have mined the full potential of 
glossematics yet
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On the historiography of linguistics – and structuralism

• Cigana has suggested to adopt a Hobsbawmian approach to the long 
century of structuralism – that is obviously fruitful

• Going back in time we might even argue that central ideas originating with 
Humboldt and Rask survive and are taken up again by structuralism, 
‘innere Form’, ‘organism’, cf. Hjelmslev’s preoccupation with Rask

• IF we look at the techniques of linguistics, i.e. doing linguistics, then we 
may probably see more clear cut ruptures than if we look at the theories of 
language. Glossematics contributed to making the commutation test a 
part of the general tool box but apart from that, its analyses have only had 
some impact on Systemic Functional Linguistics in its focus on the 
paradigmatic relations

• Saussure’s dream was to theorize daily routines – maybe this is just a 
chimera – the best we can hope for is a reflective use of them 
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